Who we are
Goldschmidt is a global leader in the international rail
infrastructure market and combines with its companies all the
expertise for the construction, maintenance, inspection and
monitoring of sustainable railway networks. This unique network
of highly qualified experts is the answer to the many varied
requirements of rail infrastructure projects.
The Goldschmidt team offers many interesting jobs worldwide.
You can realize your own ideas in a dynamic, professional, and
international environment.

Your contact for this job offer:
GOLDSCHMIDT HOLDING GMBH
Maria Stübe
Human Resources
Hugo-Licht-Str. 3
04109 Leipzig
Phone +49 341 355918-16
bewerbung@goldschmidt.com

Become part of our team!

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
We are looking for a full-time employee as soon as possible:

FULL STACK SOFTWARE DEVELOPER (M/F/D)
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
YOUR TASKS
Support for the new development and continuous further development of our innovative web
products (frontend/backend) using a modern technology stack (including Angular, Java Spring
Boot, Node.js, AWS Cloud Services)
Optimisation of applications regarding usability, performance and long-term maintainability
Designing, implementing and optimising SQL and NoSQL databases
Planning and execution of software tests, creation of automated unit and E2E tests
Assurance of high code quality through execution of internal team code reviews and creation of
development documentation
Proactive error management and ensuring the operation of web products
Independent and agile collaboration with internal and external project partners
Cooperating closely with the group's own development centre and our group companies
worldwide

OUR OFFER
Flexibility for mobile working (with periodic presence at our location in Leipzig)
Challenging, exciting tasks with opportunities to incorporate own ideas
Further education budget, specialised trainings
Best possible freedom in the choice of the development environment: Mac, Linux or Windows
Parking free of charge
Company and team events, including company run, summer party and many more
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…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
www.goldschmidt.com

YOUR PROFILE
University degree in information technology or similar studies
Several years of work experience in professional software development (ideally with Java backend
environment) and in working with databases (SQL and NoSQL)
Sound knowledge and experience in software development with Java, Node.JS, TypeScript,
JavaScript and CSS
Good knowledge of the frontend web application framework Angular
Experience with subject matter of microservice architectures of Amazon Web Services, Docker,
REST and CI/CD pipelines
Good understanding of common software development processes and corresponding tools
Very good knowledge of German and English, both written and spoken
Understanding of quality, reliability and communication skills
Are you looking for a challenge in an exciting environment and are you interested in working within
an ambitious team? Then apply for the Goldschmidt team, preferably by e-mail. Please let us know
your possible starting date and salary expectations.

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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